The Renascence Of The Southern African Large Telescope

Almost six years after its inauguration in 2005, the Southern African Large Telescope (SALT), the largest optical telescope in the Southern Hemisphere, was re-launched at a ceremony held in Sutherland in November 2011. The ceremony marked the next major milestone in the SALT project - the transition to full science operations, reflecting on how the project has matured from an engineering construction project to a fully operational scientific research endeavour...

Meet Beverley Damonse

Education and science have both played an important role in the life of Dr Beverley Damonse and have certainly helped steer the course of her career. Recently appointed as Group...

SA and Higgs Boson

Physicists around the world are excited about the discovery of a "Higgs-like boson" by the teams using the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN in Switzerland. An elementary particle....
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iThemba LABS: Cancer Therapy

The iThemba Laboratory for Accelerator-Based Science (LABS) in Cape Town provides particle beams for basic and applied research in the...

Cheetah nutrition

Worldwide efforts are being made to protect cheetahs from population decline due to loss of available habitat, hunting, poisoning and competition with other...